Abstract. Let G be a semisimple real Lie group. Explicit formulas for discrete series characters on noncompact Cartan subgroups are given. These formulas are used to give a simple formula for the Fourier transform of orbital integrals of regular semisimple orbits.
1. Introduction. Let G be a connected semisimple real Lie group with finite center. Let G denote the set of equivalence classes of irreducible unitary representations of G. Associated with each 77 G G is its distributional character 0n, an invariant eigendistribution on G. A central problem of harmonic analysis on G is the Fourier inversion problem of expanding an arbitrary invariant distribution in terms of these distributional characters.
An important class of invariant distributions on G arises as follows. Let y be a regular (semisimple) element of G with centralizer Gy. Let dx denote a G-invariant measure on the quotient G/Gy, and set Ay(/) = ( f(xyx-x)dx, fECr(G).
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A y is an orbital integral of the type appearing in the Selberg trace formula. H = Gy is a Cartan subgroup of G, and for fixed y, Ay(/) is, up to a constant, the invariant integral F"(y) defined by Harish-Chandra. The main theorem of this paper gives a Fourier inversion formula for the distribution/ -> F"(y). Orbital integrals Ay can be defined for other elements of G. If y is semisimple, but not regular, it is known that there is a Cartan subgroup H oí G containing y and a differential operator D on H so that Ar(/) = lim DF/1(A)
where the limit is taken through regular elements of H. If u E G is unipotent, Au(f) can also be obtained as the derivative of an invariant integral evaluated at a singular point, although the explicit differential operators needed are only known in some cases [1] . Thus Fourier inversion formulas for FfH(h), « G H regular, will yield Fourier inversion formulas for many singular orbital integrals as well. In particular, when y = 1, A,(/) =/(l) is a singular orbital integral, and the Plancherel theorem can be obtained via Fourier inversion of regular orbital integrals. When G has real rank one, Sally and Warner computed Fourier inversion formulas for A , y semisimple (including y = 1) [10] . Barbasch used these results to compute Fourier inversion formulas for A", u unipotent [1] .
For G of real rank greater than one, the methods used by Sally and Warner can be extended to obtain a Fourier inversion formula for Ay when y is in a dense subset of the set of regular elements [5b] . This formula is stated as Theorem 4.3 in this paper, and serves as a starting point. It contains certain complicated terms which can be interpreted as Fourier series in several variables. These series are not absolutely convergent, as the functions FfH have jump discontinuities, and have no obvious closed form. Thus this formula gives httle insight into the functions F" and is not suitable for applications.
In [2] and [5d, e], simple Fourier inversion formulas are obtained for certain averaged orbital integrals obtained as follows. Let H be a Cartan subgroup of G, W, the Weyl group generated by reflections in imaginary roots of H. Then W¡ acts on H, and for regular y G H, the averaged orbital integral is given by Xy(/)= 2 Awy(f). . This is done for sufficiently many choices of k that the original Ay can be recovered as a sum of the A"y.
Theorem 1 of this paper gives a simple Fourier inversion formula for A , y regular. The proof uses ideas of Shelstad. But rather than identify explicitly the groups and correspondences involved in [12] , it is simpler to use an identity for discrete series characters which accomplishes the same purpose of reducing the problem to the study of averaged orbital integrals. This identity is stated as Theorem 2. It is the explicit form of a character identity proved by Shelstad in [12c] as a corollary of her results on orbital integrals. We give an elementary direct proof of this theorem in §3.
A more general (fewer restrictions on G), but less explicit, Fourier inversion formula has been announced by Harish-Chandra [3c].
I would like to thank Diana Shelstad for explaining to me her work on orbital integrals and suggesting its applicability to the Fourier inversion problem.
2. Statement of theorems. Let G be as in §1. Let g denote the Lie algebra of G, gc its complexification. If Gc is the simply connected complex analytic group with Lie algebra gc, we assume that G is the subgroup of Gc corresponding to g. As in [5e], for any root system $ spanned by strongly orthogonal roots, we say a root system <p Ç $ is a two-structure for $ if: (i) all simple factors of <p are of type Ax or 7?2 s C2; (ii) if <p+ is any set of positive roots for <¡p then {w G W(<S?) | w<p+ = tp+ } contains no elements of determinant -1.
Let ^O) denote the set of all two-structures for Í». All elements of 9"(0) are conjugate under W^O). If <I>+ is a choice of positive roots for 0, let <p+ = qs n $+ for any tp G ÍF(Í>). In [5e] a distinguished element <p0 G 9"(<í>) is chosen for each type of root system. Then each <p G ?í(<í>) is assigned a sign e(<p : 3>+ ) = det a where a is an element of W(<&) satisfying atjp^ = <p+ . Because of (iii) above, det o is well defined even though a may not be unique. Alternatively, the signs e(<p: $+) are uniquely determined by: C2" X c, is, up to a sign, the character of a tempered unitary representation of G induced from a parabolic subgroup of G with split part Hp. If ¿>* is not regular, 0(H,b*,\i) also has a character-theoretic interpretation given in [6] .
Let G' be the set of regular semisimple elements of G and let
where eÄ(«) and A(«) are defined as in [14] . Let 0+ (gc, be) De tne set 0l positive roots inherent in the definition of A. Assume all Haar measures are normalized as in
[5b] and let voliHK) denote the total mass of HK.
Theorem l.Letf E C^iG) and let hkhp E H' where hk E HK and hp E Hp. Then Theorem 1 will be obtained by simplifying the formula for F" given in Theorem 4.3. The main result needed is an identity involving constants which appear in discrete series character formulas. Let $ be a root system spanned by strongly orthogonal roots, <P+ a choice of positive roots. We assume <ï> comes equipped with a subset $CPT called the set of compact roots. Let L = Li<b), W -Wi<&), and WK = Wi$CPT). For each t E L, w E W, there is a constant c(w : t : d>+ ) which arises as follows.
Let G be a split real group satisfying our hypotheses with root system of type 0. Then G has a compact Cartan subgroup T with Lie algebra t, and L can be identified with the lattice of elements t G it* for which £T(exp7Y) = exp(r(H)), H E tc, gives a well-defined character of Tc. We assume that when $ is identified with $(gc, tc), <&CPT corresponds to the set of compact roots of t. Corresponding to each t G L there is an invariant eigendistribution 0T defined by Harish-Chandra in Since all simple factors of each two-structure <p for 0 are of type Ax or 52, c(t : qp+ ) can be evaluated explicitly as in [5c]. Theorem 2 gives a formula for c(w : t : $+ ) in terms of averaged constants c(wr: <I»+(X)) where the Í»(A) are root systems contained in d>. Using reduction procedures described by Harish-Chandra in [3a], knowledge of the constants c(w: t: 0+) is sufficient to determine discrete series character formulas on any Cartan subgroup of any group G satisfying our assumptions. all roots, then x(a + ß) = x(«) + xiß) (mod2). For X,, X2 G A, define X, X(X, -X2) = 0. Then for X G A and w E Wi$) we define
It is easy to check from the definitions that kx depends only on the coset of X in A/A0andof win W/WK. Suppose $ is simple. Then the root systems $(X), X G A, will be all root systems $(X) Ç 0 of type given by the following We note that when $ is identified with $(gc, tc) as above, then (ka | X G A} is a subset of the set of "characters" k of ^(T) considered by Shelstad in [12a] and that d>(X) is the root system of the endoscopie group H associated to kx. The characters k which are of the form kx, X G A, are exactly those for which H "shares" both T and A with G.
Given a fixed choice 0+ of positive roots for $, we will describe in §3 a way of assigning to each X G A a sign e(X : 0+ ). For each X G A, let $+ (X) = O(X) n $+ . Theorem 2. Let n -rank 0. Then for w E W, t G L, c(w: t:<D+) = 2"" 2 e(X: *+)kx(w)c(wt: *+(X)).
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Combining Theorem 2 with (2.1) and known values for c(t : $+ ) when 0 is of type Ax ox B2 gives a complete description of the constants c(w: t: <P+). Much simpler formulas for these constants have been obtained in special cases, for example when the corresponding discrete series representation is holomorphic. Our formula can be simplified to agree with the formula of Hecht [4] in this case.
Although complicated, the formulas of Theorem 2 and (2.1) are well suited to simplifying the terms occurring in the Fourier inversion formula for F,H. For other discrete series character formulas the reader is referred to work of Hirai [7] , Schmid [11] , Martens [8] , Midorikawa [9] , and Vargas [13] .
3. Proof of Theorem 2.
Lemma 3.1. Let X G A and s E W( §(\)). Then for all w E W, kx(sw) = kx(w).
Proof. It is enough to prove that for all a E $(X) and w E W, Kx(saw) = kx(w) where sa denotes the reflection corresponding to a. But w'^X = w'x\ -2((a, X)/(a, a))w~xa = w~xX since (a, X)/(a, a) G Zand2«/3 = 0 for any « G Z, |8e$. The result follows from the definition of kx. Proof. This follows trivially from the definition of kx. We note that the above two lemmas appear in [12a] as Propositions 3.1 and 3.3. We will now assign to each X G A and system <S>+ of positive roots for $ a sign e(X : $+ ). We will first do this for positive systems chosen as follows.
(3.3) If O is of type Ax, B2n+X, D2n, E1, E%, or G2, pick 4>+ so that all simple roots are noncompact. If 0 is of type t32", C", or F4, pick $+ so that all long simple roots are noncompact and all short simple roots are compact. If 0 is not simple, pick positive roots for each simple factor as above.
For í>+ chosen as above, if 0 is of type Ax, Bn, D2n, En, E%, or G2, set e(X : <ï>+ ) = 1 for all X G A. For $ of type C", denote the simple roots for 0+ by (a,,. ..,«"} when <a"a,.+ ,)= -1, 1 < i < n -1, and (a"_,,a">= -2. Let A, = {a, + a3 + • • • +a2p_x |0<p<A:} where« = 2k or 2k + 1. If $ is of type F4, let A, = {0, a,, a2} where a, is a short simple root and a2 is a long simple root for <1>+ .
In either case, for X G A,, define W(X :$+)= [o E W\ o® + (X) Ç $+ }. Then for any X G A there are X, G A, and o E W(XX : $+) with $+(X) = a$+(X,). Define e(X : 0+ ) = det a kx (a-1). For $ of type F4, X, and o axe uniquely determined by X. For $ of type C", X, is uniquely determined by X. Each element of H^X, : 3>+ ) is of the form a = vs where v EWKf\ H^X, : 4>+ ) and s G {o G W\ <x<ï>+ (X,) = <î> + (X,)). Again, v is uniquely determined by X but j is not. However, det onxio~x) = det v is well defined. Proof. Using (3.2), it is enough to prove that e(aX : $+ ) = Kx(a"')det a e(X : $+ ) for all a G W(\:$+).
Suppose first that 0+ has been chosen as in (3. Case III. Suppose 0+ = [a, ß, y, a', ß', y'} is of type G2 where a is simple and short, ß is simple and long, a + ß -y, and a', ß',y' axe orthogonal to a, ß, y, respectively. We assume that y, y' are the compact roots. Then A/A0 = (0, a, ß, y} and W = WKU sJVK U sßWK. For each X G A/A0, <ï>+ (X) and values of kx(vv) are given in the following table. Proof. We first assume that 3>+ has been chosen as in (3.3) . Write e(X : 3>+) = e(X). For t G L', Theorem 2 will be proved by induction on «, the rank of 3>. When « = 1,2, it has been verified above that Theorem 2 holds. We assume that n > 3. The induction step will make use of an identity of Harish-Chandra [3a] which relates the constants c(w : t : 4>+ ) to constants for root systems of rank « -1 as follows.
Let a E S, the set of simple roots for 4>+ . Let $" = {ß E <S> | (ß, a)-0} and ®a = $+ n$a. It is easy to check in each case that $+ is a set of positive roots for 3>a satisfying (3.3). For t G L', let ra be the unique element in the weight lattice La of $a satisfying (ra,ß)=(r,ß) for all /? G 3>a. The Weyl group Wa of $a can be considered as a subgroup of W. The first identity follows from the fact that for t G L+ and any XGA,(r,a)>0 for all a E <£>+ (X) Ç 4>+ so that c(t : $+ (X)) = 0. The second identity requires a detailed analysis of the terms occurring in (3.7) .
Fix t G L', w G W, and a simple root a and denote the left-hand-side of (3.7) by LHS. Then Let IXi^) be a full set of representatives for WR orbits in Zi\p). The representatives can be chosen so that Vi\p) Ç H^. For y G Y(\p), let <My) = {« e*Ä|««(y) = 0. ** (y) = <My) n ^+(9c, &c).
Let WRiy) = Wi$Riy)) and let WKiy) be the subgroup of WR(y) generated by reflections in the roots a of $R(y) for which j>"'a is a compact root of (m, í)¿). Let i+ (y) ={HE\p\ a(H) > 0 for all a E <S>+ (y)}. Then for y G T^), « G expO'j,), and p G j*, we define H%) ), so that all Weyl group sums can be combined. The subset H* of H' for which the formula is valid will be smaller than that for Theorem 3.4 [5d], as when each remainder term is analyzed, it is necessary to eliminate certain elements. The remainder of this section will be devoted to evaluating the integrals Iff, H E Car(G), J E Cax\MH), which occur in the inversion formula. Sally and Warner derived a simple formula for I?(y:h:fi) in [10] when $ is of type Ax. For rank $ > 2. Theorem 2 will be used to express if in terms of factors of the type which occur in the Fourier inversion of stable orbital integrals, which are then simplified as in [5d, e] into products of rank one and two type factors.
Fix y G T(\p). Write 0 = ®R(y), $Cpt = {a G $ | j< "a is a compact root of (m, bk)}, a+ = i+ (y), W = WR(y) = W($), and WK = W{$CPT). We will use the notation of § §2 and 3. Let A, be a subset of A so that for each X G A there is a unique X, G A, with X G wX, + A0 for some w E W. Then every coset X + A0 can be represented by one of the form oX + A0 where X G A, and o E W(X : <P+ ) = {a £ If |o$+(A)C$+}.
This representation is unique only up to an element of Wx(<& : $+(X)) = (a G W|aO+(X) = 4)+(X)}. Fix X G A, and 9 = <p(X) E The lemma now follows from observing that ««,(«) = «,(wt>) for all u E Wiy), v E W, and 1 < /' < s, and that Wiy) C IF(Í>(X)) so that kx(uv) = kx(v) for all u E W(<p), vEW. In (4.7) we have obtained an expression for if in terms of factors S(y>+ , p, «), <p of types Ax ox B2, which occur in the Fourier inversion formulas for stable orbital integrals. In Lemma 4.9 we will do more simplification to eliminate the sum over A, and the "characters" kx. Case IV. Suppose qp Ç t// and <ï> is simple of type C". Then <f is of type C2 ox C2 X C, depending on whether n = 2k ox 2k + 1, and qp is of type A2p X C2~p or A2p X C2~p X C, for some 0 <p < k where the Ax roots are short. In any case, Uif)WK -Ui<f>)WK = W, so the only double coset of Uiy)\W/WK can be represented by v = 1. Also in this case, for a given qp, there is only one coset of A/A0 with qp G ?T(*(X)). = detu 2 detwo*(y«0(w))ô(^+,p,y«,(w)).
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To complete the proof of Theorem 1 it is necessary to make two observations. First 
